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Abstract: The main purpose of this research is to present the developed VINTRA system,
a comprehensive solution to a fully developed public transit system in Lithuania, and it is very
important in encouraging travelers to use public transport. VINTRA is not simply a trip planner; it is
capable of planning multimodal public transport trips, using different parameters in public transport
trip planning. This system has the functionality to create and edit public transport route trajectories
and to edit and calculate timetables according to the distance between stops. This research presents
the public transport trip planning parameters procedure of the calculated walking route directions,
integrated with the calculation results of public transit routes, as well as combining visualization in
digital maps. This paper also discusses how route-planning systems could perform data exchange
based on General Transit Feed Specification and how assessment of the public transport trip planning
results, compared to the VINTRA system created with Google, was performed.
Keywords: public transport; trip planner; GTFS; Internet GIS; multimodal transport; time tables; GIS

1. Introduction
Over the years, there have been major changes in transportation concerning the introduction
of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). The data, generated by the ITS equipment and services,
makes transportation systems more sophisticated, but at the same time the management of such
huge quantities of transportation data is complex. Over the last two decades, various Public Trip
Planner systems have been developed, and research in this field is still ongoing. The motivation of
this research was based on improving citizens’ mobility by increasing multimodal public transport
usage in citizens’ trips. In order to help citizens plan public transport routes and search for the most
optimal ones, the Lithuanian Road Administration decided to create the VINTRA system for advanced
multimodal public transport trip planning and the integration of timetables of all public transport
modes in Lithuania.
The deployment and operational efficiency of an Advanced Public Transport Trip Planner (APTTP)
is strongly related to the actual quality and completeness of GIS data of the public transport network
and timetable [1–3]. Transport optimization using geoinformatics in the geographical space is a
computational procedure. This problem essentially refers to the well-known traveling salesman problem,
which reveals the role of the complexity of spatial data in solving spatial problems [4], and is a
persistently active field of research [5,6]. Travelers search for the optimal public transport route, and
their decisions are influenced by personal attributes, responses to the supplied information, and
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situational factors such as time of day, selected mode of transport, trip purpose, traffic conditions,
maximum walking distance, and maximum number of transfers [7–9]. APTTP is a specialized search
engine used to find an optimal means of traveling between two or more given locations, sometimes
using more than one transport mode. Searches may be optimized based on different criteria; for
example, the fastest, shortest, or cheapest route, or the route with the least number of changes.
Advanced public transport trip planning uses all modes of public transport and real-time data from
public transport vehicles to provide information about delays and timetable mismatches.
Some of the shortest path algorithms allow fast point-to-point queries in graphs using pre-processed
data [10]. A standard algorithm for this problem is the Dijkstra algorithm [11].
Other scientists have adapted Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm to decrease the size of the search
space [5]. The algorithm was the first to use a bidirectional search method. This algorithm consists
of a forward search from an origin node to the destination node and a backwards search from the
destination node to the origin node.
There are several trip alternatives in space (different stops) and in time (related to the user-entered
arrival or departure time). In fact, transit networks are usually characterized by different boarding
stops and available runs for the same OD pair for which different trip alternatives are suggested to
different users according to their different weights on path attributes (e.g., walking time, waiting
time, on board time, transfer time, etc.). This aspect highlights the frontier of the trip planners of
advanced public transport, which have to provide personalized real-time information [12–15] proposed
a multimodal trip planner, which supported the Park and Ride (P+R) mode. The transportation
networks also used the consistency of parking lots beside the stops, stations, and intersections. In order
to reach the quickest transfer, the system identifies the route with the shortest path. It has both weband mobile phone-based user interfaces, which can be used for the prediction of arrival time and trip
planning. Other scientists [16] have developed a real-time mobile transit trip planner application.
Vehicle positioning is provided from GPS and dynamic data (frequently changing link attributes), and
the K shortest path is used to find the route. The data is processed for running the route, OD paths are
pre-calculated and stored in the database [17], developed another model which also supported the
P+R mode of travel for public transportation. In this model, the algorithm search space is reduced by
restricting the expansion of the search by a minimum bounding box that is applied to the geographical
coordinates of the origin and destination pair. Similarly, [18,19] proposed a method for finding the
shortest paths in a timetable based on the transit network. It finds all of the shortest paths available
between the given origin and destination points. [20,21] proposed an algorithm to find the optimal
paths in the multimodal public transport network. [12,22,23] presented an intercity trip planner
which combines different transport modes like buses, trains, high speed trains, airlines, and ferries.
It also incorporates point-by-point travel planning as well as mode restriction and other constraint
options. In comparison to other developed trip planners, it is oriented towards accessibility and result
visualization [24]. This calculation mechanism also has the ability to regularly update the network
elements and the timetable. Other scientists have presented the development of a multimodal intercity
transit trip planner using public transport [25]. It incorporates delays from GPS signals into the transit
network in real time to minimize the gap of our prediction model [26,27].
Public administrations are increasingly faced with tight budgets and, more than ever, must make
the most of the available money for the provision of public services. When tackling budget limitations
in public transport provision, decision makers may be able to resolve undifferentiated service cuts
better. However, good data sources and analysis tools are crucial in making smart choices [28–30].
GIS technologies could be applied to solve route choice tasks within the complex urban transport
system: for cars, public transport, railway transport, and even pedestrians [31–33]. Other scientists
talk about algorithms supplemented by a traffic condition data search, which is stored on the road and
street network segments, is different depending on the time of day [34,35], and is a scalable solution
for multimodal travel information services across different countries [36]. The general public might be
the users of IS as a way of choosing rational public transport trips.
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This research analyzes the Lithuanian advanced public trip planner VINTRA and the route
planning functionality implemented in that system. The web portal for travelers in Lithuania is
called VINTRA (this system can be accessed at www.visimarsrutai.lt). This research presents how
visualization of walking routes on a digital map was solved when a planned route requires transfers
or the route start/end point is a particular place or address (not a public transport stop), and how
walking routes can be visualized in a real trajectory, avoiding a straight line walking route visualization.
This research can answer the following questions:
•
•
•
•

What calculation method for public trip planning is applied in the VINTRA?
How can pedestrian routes be visualized in web applications’ digital maps?
How are the calculation results of public transit routing integrated with the calculations of the
walking route trajectory?
How similar are the results of public transit route planning compared to those of the VINTRA
system created with Google?

2. Lithuanian Public Transport System Indicators and Description of the VINTRA Functionality
Growing the Lithuanian economy and increasing the quality of living conditions prompts increases
in the population’s mobility, motorization level, and transport flow on the country’s streets and roads.
This results in mobility increase (maximized) over time [37].
The average percentage of public transport trips is increasing by about 2% per (every) year.
The number of passengers carried by all modes of public transport in Lithuania rose from 394.998 million
in 2012 to 436.503 in 2017. This situation indicates positive effects on public transport usage in Lithuania
and has led to the requirement for state-of-the-art information services for passengers. Such services
should make trips more comfortable and more attractive to travelers. The situation of public transport
usage in Lithuania is presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Passengers carried by all modes of public transport (in thousands) 2012–2017 (Official Statistics
Portal 2018).
Public Transport Mode

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

All modes
Buses
Trolleybuses
Trains
Ships, ferries
Airplanes

394,998
275,131
112,403
4802
2087
576

411,098
298,173
105,407
4844
2229
445

426,434
321,451
97,523
4577
2365
517

436,284
331,550
97,001
4650
2485
598

436,418
331,642
96,942
4710
2501
623

436,503
331,712
96,901
4722
2523
645

We can see that the total number of passengers carried by public transport has increased for all
modes, except trolley buses. The decrease in the number of trolley buses in the major cities of Lithuania
can explain this. The passengers carried by modes of public road transport are presented in Table 1.
The Lithuanian intercity public transportation system is cheap but rather slow. The system is
dominated by buses. Each Lithuanian city has a single bus station where most buses leave from.
Bus trips between the main cities are very frequent, with Vilnius-Kaunas buses leaving each terminal
station every 15 minutes. Buses connecting the main cities to the regional towns usually run at least
several times a day. When moving from one small town to another, it might be wise to connect through
a larger city. Lithuanian railroads are not on par with those in Western Europe. Before planning to
go somewhere by rail, one first has to check the map of Lithuanian railroads to determine whether
both your origin and destination have a rail connection and whether there is a relatively direct route.
Moreover, not every railway line has passenger traffic, as the railroads have lost in their competition
with buses over the past 25 years. Even where railway services exist, they run less frequently than their
bus counterparts. Lithuania has three international airports (Vilnius, Kaunas, and Palanga). There are
no domestic flights. Generally, Western Europe and Southern Europe are both well served by air routes
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from Lithuania. The larger Lithuanian cities have extensive public transport systems. Buses and trolley
buses are available in Vilnius and Kaunas. In the smaller cities (Klaipėda, Šiauliai, Panevėžys), only
buses are available. There is no subway or local railroad anywhere, which means that the Lithuanian
urban public transportation is relatively slow.
VINTRA is our developed Lithuanian information system for travelers and has two portals:
internal and external. The internal portal is used for people who are responsible for creating and
maintaining the public transport routes and schedules. The main role of the internal portal is to capture
and store data on the public transport routes and timetables in a centralized database. Prior to its
development, all VINTRA public transport service stored public transport routes and timetables in
their own databases without any data synchronization among separate databases. For this reason,
the timetables of different agency routes were not synchronized. Data from the central VINTRA
database is used to provide optimal trip calculations in an external portal. On the contrary, the internal
portal has a digital map function to plan and design the public road transport routes within the
Lithuanian road and street network. The ESRI ArcGIS Network was designed with the ArcGIS
Network Analyst Extension. The network parameters (such as restricted turns and one-way streets)
were adopted for public transport, because there are places where turns are forbidden for private cars,
but these are allowed for public transport. When the system operator wants to design a new public
transport route or correct the existing one, he performs route planning from point A to point B and gets
the route trajectory on the digital map. Figure 1 shows the internal portal with route lines and collected
stops in the neighborhood. When using GIS data in the internal portal, the operator can change the
suggested route trajectory, add stops, and make entries on time schedule data (arrival times, departure
times, different schedule exceptions related to holidays, etc.).
ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2019, 8, 319
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Edit trajectory

Figure 1.
1. Digital
Digital map
map of
of VINTRA
VINTRA internal
internal portal.
portal.
Figure

A web interface has been implemented in order to access the public transport trip planner on the
external web portal. This interface is a part of VINTRA system external web portal and is dedicated to
public transport trip planning and visualization.
Travelers need to enter data such as the location, destination of the trip, departure or arrival time,
maximum possible transfers, maximum walking distance, and transport mode. The user can also select

Search

•

Edit trajectory
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the desirable mode of public transportation (bus, trolley bus, train, airplane, ship, or ferry) or make a
combination of different modes. Furthermore, the traveler may select the quickest, cheapest, or shortest
route, or the one with a limited number of transfers. The planned trip includes instructions to reach
the destination with all transit details, the total distance, the expected trip fare, and the arrival time.
The trip route for each travel event is displayed with intermediate stops on the map using ESRI ArcGIS
technology. The interface of the Lithuanian information system for travelers (external VINTRA portal)
is presented in Figure 2. This was designed for the search and planning of routes using multimodal
public transportation.
Figure 1. Digital map of VINTRA internal portal.

Search

Search criteria: the
fastest, the shortest,
the cheapest

Route results

Figure2.2.Interface
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ofthe
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different
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Public transport
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to
Google, Inc. The Vilnius GTFS feed was successfully implemented for the planning of transit routes
(see in Figure 3).
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The graph is constructed according to public transport timetable data. The graph includes all possible
connections between stops with public transport arrival and departure times. This graph is used to
calculate public transport trips from one public transport stop to another.
4. Data Model of the VINTRA Trip Planner
The public transport trip planner works with transport data, which is stored according to the
TRANSMODEL specifications and data model. These data have the main entities of stops, routes, and
trips, according to the TRANSMODEL specifications; these entities are named stop_place_element, line
and vehicle_journey (see Figures 4–6).
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class Esybių diagrama - Punktai

STATUS

LOCATION_TYPE_GENERAL
ROAD_SIDE
«column»
*PK ID :NUMBER(10)
*
NAME :NVARCHAR2(100)
«PK»
+
ROAD_SIDE_PK(NUMBER)

«column»
*PK ID :NUMBER(10)
*
NAME :NVARCHAR2(100)

«column»
*PK ID :NUMBER(10)
*
NAME :NVARCHAR2(100)
«PK»
+
LOCAT ION_TYPE_GENERAL_PK(NUMBER)

«PK»
+
STOP_PL_STATUS_PK(NUMBER)

CARRIAGEWAY_PART
MUNICIPALITY
«column»
*PK ID :NUMBER(10)
*
NAME :NVARCHAR2(100)

«column»
*PK ID :NUMBER(10)
*
CODE :NUMBER(2)
*
NAME :NVARCHAR2(100)
*
SHAPE :SDO_GEOMET RY

«PK»
+
CARRIAGEWAY_PART _PK(NUMBER)

«PK»
+
MUNICIPALITY_PK(NUMBER)
«unique»
+
MUNICIPALITY__UN(NUMBER)

EQUIPMENT

STOP_PLACE_ELEMENT

«column»
*PK ID :NUMBER(10)
*FK FROM_STOP_ID :NUMBER(10)
*FK T O_ST OP_ID :NUMBER(10)
MIN_T RANSFER_TIME :NUMBER(10)
*FK T RANSFER_TYPE :NUMBER(10)
*FK FROM_STOP_PLACE_ELEMENT_VERS :NUMBER(5)
*FK T O_ST OP_PLACE_ELEMENT _VERS :NUMBER(5)

«column»
*PK ID :NUMBER(10)
*PK VERSION :NUMBER(5)
SOURCE_ID :NVARCHAR2(250)
CODE :NVARCHAR2(250)
*
NAME :NVARCHAR2(250)
DESCRIPTION :NVARCHAR2(250)
*FK LOCAT ION_TYPE :NUMBER(10) = 0
LATITUDE :NUMBER(9,6)
LONGIT UDE :NUMBER(9,6)
URL :NVARCHAR2(250)
ROAD_NR :NVARCHAR2(5)
ROAD_NR_NUMERIC :NUMBER(10)
ROAD_STR_NAME :NVARCHAR2(250)
*
SHAPE :SDO_GEOMETRY
*FK MUNICIPALITY_ID :NUMBER(10)
KM :NUMBER(6,3)
*FK ROAD_SIDE_ID :NUMBER(10)
SOURCE_X :NUMBER(10,2)
SOURCE_Y :NUMBER(10,2)
*
HEIGHT _LEVEL :NUMBER(2) = 1
*FK CARRIAGEWAY_PART_ID :NUMBER(10)
COMMENTS :NVARCHAR2(250)
ADDRESS :NVARCHAR2(150)
PHONE_NUMBER :NVARCHAR2(50)
EMAIL :NVARCHAR2(100)
SERVICE_DESC :NVARCHAR2(250)
SERVICE_URL :NVARCHAR2(250)
FK COMPANY_ID :NUMBER(10)
*FK ST ATUS_ID :NUMBER(10)
FK GROUP_ID :NUMBER(10)
*
TARIFF_ZONE_ID :NUMBER(20)
DATA_SOURCE_TYPE_ID :NUMBER(10)
*
COUNT RY_ID :NUMBER(10)
*
AUTHORITY_ID :NUMBER(10)
*
ST ATUS_CHANGE_DATE :DAT E
*
USER_CREATED :NUMBER(10)
*
DATE_CREATED :DATE
*
USER_MODIFIED :NUMBER(10)
*
DATE_MODIFIED :DATE

«PK»
+
CONNECTION_LINK_PK(NUMBER)

«PK»
+
ST OPS_PK(NUMBER, NUMBER)

«index»
+
CON_LINK_STOP_FROM_FK(NUMBER)
+
CON_LINK_STOP_T O_FK(NUMBER)

«FK»
+
ST OP_CARRIAGEWAY_PART_FK(NUMBER)
+
ST OP_GROUP_FK(NUMBER)
+
ST OP_LOCATION_TYPE_FK(NUMBER)
+
ST OP_MUNICIPALITY_FK(NUMBER)
+
ST OP_PLACE_EL_SER_COM_FK(NUMBER)
+
ST OP_PLACE_EL_ST _ST AT_FK(NUMBER)
+
ST OP_ROAD_SIDE_FK(NUMBER)

LOCATION_TYPE
«column»
*PK ID :NUMBER(10)
*
NAME :NVARCHAR2(100)
*FK LOCATION_TYPE_GENERAL_ID :NUMBER(10)
TRANSPORT _KIND_ID :NUMBER(10)
«PK»
+
LOCATION_TYPE_PK(NUMBER)
«FK»
+
LOCATION_TYPE_GENERAL_FK(NUMBER)

TRANSFER_TYPE
«column»
*PK ID :NUMBER(10)
*
DESCRIPTION :NVARCHAR2(250)
«PK»
+
VNT R_TRANSFERS_PK(NUMBER)

CONNECTION_LINK

«FK»
+
CONN_LINK_TRANSFER_FK(NUMBER)
+
LINK_FROM_ST OP_PLACE_FK(NUMBER, NUMBER)
+
LINK_TO_STOP_PLACE_FK(NUMBER, NUMBER)

«column»
*PK ID :NUMBER(10)
*
NAME :NVARCHAR2(100)
DESCRIPTION :NVARCHAR2(250)
«PK»
+
EQUIPMENT _PK(NUMBER)

STOP_PLACE_EQUIPMENT
«column»
*PK ID :NUMBER(10)
QUANTITY :NUMBER(10)
*FK STOP_PLACE_ELEMENT _ID :NUMBER(10)
*FK STOP_PLACE_ELEMENT _VERSION :NUMBER(5)
*FK EQUIPMENT_ID :NUMBER(10)
«PK»
+
STOP_PLACE_EGUIPMENT_PK(NUMBER)
«FK»
+
STOP_PLACE_ELEMENT _FK(NUMBER, NUMBER)
+
STOP_PLACE_EQUIPMENT_FK(NUMBER)

STOP_PLACE_ELEMENT_GROUP
«column»
*PK ID :NUMBER(10)
*
NAME :NVARCHAR2(100)
DESCRIPT ION :NVARCHAR2(250)
«PK»
+
STOP_PLACE_ELEMENT_GROUP_PK(NUMBER)

TRANSPORT_KIND
«column»
*PK ID :NUMBER(10)
*
NAME :NVARCHAR2(100)
«PK»
+
TRANSPORT _KIND_PK(NUMBER)

STOP_PL_TRANSP_KIND

SERVICE_COMPANY
«column»
*PK ID :NUMBER(10)
*
NAME :NVARCHAR2(100)
«PK»
+
COMPANY_ID_PK(NUMBER)

Figure 4.
4. Diagram
Diagram of
of stops
stops by
by entity.
entity.
Figure

«column»
*PK ID :NUMBER(10)
*FK ST OP_PLACE_ELEMENT_ID :NUMBER(10)
*FK ST OP_PLACE_ELEMENT_VERSION :NUMBER(5)
*FK TRANSPORT_KIND_ID :NUMBER(10)
«PK»
+
VNTR_STOP_PL_TRANSP_TYPE_PK(NUMBER)
«FK»
+
ST OP_PLACE_T RANSPORT_KIND_FK(NUMBER)
+
ST OP_PL_T R_KIND_STOP_FK(NUMBER, NUMBER)
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The element route has a shape field. This entity is responsible for storage of the geometry of
public transport routes. As geometry is stored, the trip planner can visualize and perform calculations
according to the real trajectory of public transport routes.
Public transport routes and the data scheduler are created and edited in an internal portal, which
is delivered only for dedicated users. This dataset is stored in the central VINTRA geodatabase.
Figure 7 presents the logical model of trip planner performance is presented with the description of the
processes
of public transit data preparation and data exchange availability.
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TIMEZONE
ROUTE_KIND
«column»
*PK ID :NUMBER(10)
*
NAME :NVARCHAR2(100)
«PK»
+
ROUTE_KIND_PK(NUMBER)

LINE
«column»
*PK ID :NUMBER(10)
*PK VERSION :NUMBER(5)
*
SOURCE_ID :NVARCHAR2(250)
*
AUTHORITY_ID :NUMBER(10)
*
ROUTE_NUMBER :NVARCHAR2(250)
*
ROUTE_NAME :NVARCHAR2(250)
DESC :NVARCHAR2(250)
*
ROUTE_TYPE_ID :NUMBER(10) = 3
URL :NVARCHAR2(250)
COLOR :NVARCHAR2(6)
TEXT_COLOR :NVARCHAR2(6)
*FK ROUTE_KIND :NUMBER(10) = 3
COMMENTS :NVARCHAR2(250)
*
STATUS_ID :NUMBER(10)
*
CARRIER_ID :NUMBER(10)
*
CREATE_DATE :DATE
*
STATUS_CHANGE_DATE :DATE
ROUTE_LINE_GROUP :NVARCHAR2(100)
TRANSPORT_TYPE_ID :NUMBER(10)
«PK»
+
ROUTE_LINE_PK(NUMBER, NUMBER)
«FK»
+
LINE_ROUTE_KIND_FK(NUMBER)

DISTANCE_MATRIX
«column»
*PK ID :NUMBER(10)
ORIGIN_ID :NUMBER(10)
ORIGIN_VERSION :NUMBER(5)
DESTINATION_ID :NUMBER(10)
DESTINATION_VERSION :NUMBER(5)
CONTAINS_ID :NUMBER(10)
CONTAINS_VERSION :NUMBER(5)
*
FARE_ELEMENT_PRICE_ID :NUMBER(10)
*
VEHICLE_JOURNEY_ID :NUMBER(10)
*
VEHICLE_JOURNEY_VERSION :NUMBER(5)
*
ROUTE_LINE_ID :NUMBER(10)
AUTHORITY_ID :NUMBER(10)

«column»
*PK ID :NUMBER(10)
*
NAME :NVARCHAR2(100)
«PK»
+
TIMEZONE_PK(NUMBER)

«PK»
+
DISTANCE_MATRIX_PK(NUMBER)

LANGUAGE
«column»
*PK ID :NUMBER(10)
*
NAME :NVARCHAR2(100)
«PK»
+
LANGUAGE_PK(NUMBER)

AUTHORITY
«column»
*PK ID :NUMBER(10)
SOURCE_ID :NVARCHAR2(250)
*
NAME :NVARCHAR2(250)
*
URL :NVARCHAR2(250)
PHONE :NVARCHAR2(250)
FARE_URL :NVARCHAR2(250)
*FK TIMEZONE_ID :NUMBER(10)
FK LANGUAGE_ID :NUMBER(10)

LINE_PERMISSION
«column»
*PK ID :NUMBER(10)
*
PERMIT_NUMBER :NVARCHAR2(50)
*
PERMIT_VALID_FROM :DATE
*
PERMIT_VALID_TO :DATE
*
PERMIT_STATUS :NUMBER(1)
*FK ROUTE_LINE_ID :NUMBER(10)
*FK ROUTE_LINE_VERSION :NUMBER(5)
«PK»
+
PERMISSION_PK(NUMBER)
«FK»
+
PERMISSION_LINE_FK(NUMBER, NUMBER)

«PK»
+
AGENCY_PK(NUMBER)
«FK»
+
AUTHORITY_LANGUAGE_FK(NUMBER)
+
AUTHORITY_TIMEZONE_FK(NUMBER)
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«column»
*PK ID :NUMBER(10)
*
NAME :NVARCHAR2(100)
«PK»
+
DIRECTION_PK(NUMBER)

POINT_TYPE
«column»
*PK ID :NUMBER(10)
*
NAME :NVARCHAR2(100)
«PK»
+
POINT_TYPE_PK(NUMBER)

PURPOSE
«column»
*PK ID :NUMBER(10)
*
NAME :NVARCHAR2(100)
«PK»
+
PURPOSE_PK(NUMBER)

POINT_ON_ROUTE
«column»
*PK ID :NUMBER(10)
*FK ROUTE_ID :NUMBER(10)
*
LATITUDE :NUMBER(12,9)
*
LONGITUDE :NUMBER(12,9)
*
SHAPE :SDO_GEOMETRY
*
SEQUENCE :NUMBER(10)
DISTANCE_TRAVELED :NUMBER(20,10)
TIME_TRAVELED :NUMBER
TIME_WAITED :NUMBER
*
STOP_PLACE_ELEMENT_ID :NUMBER(10)
*
STOP_PLACE_ELEMENT_VERSION :NUMBER(5)
*FK POINT_TYPE_ID :NUMBER(10)
*FK STOP_PURPOSE_ID :NUMBER(10)
«PK»
+
VNTR_ROUTE_POINT_PK(NUMBER)
«FK»
+
ROUTE_POINTS_POINT_TYPE_FK(NUMBER)
+
ROUTE_POINTS_PURPOSE_FK(NUMBER)
+
ROUTE_POINTS_ROUTE_FK(NUMBER)
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Diagram of
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ROUTE
«column»
*PK ID :NUMBER(10)
SOURCE_ID :NVARCHAR2(250)
*FK LINE_ID :NUMBER(10)
*
NAME :NVARCHAR2(250)
COMMENTS :NVARCHAR2(250)
SHAPE :SDO_GEOMETRY
*FK DIRECTION_ID :NUMBER(10)
*
STATUS_ID :NUMBER(10)
*FK LINE_VERSION :NUMBER(5)
«PK»
+
PSEUDO_ROUTE_PK(NUMBER)
«FK»
+
LINE_FK(NUMBER, NUMBER)
+
ROUTE_DIRECTION_FK(NUMBER)
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DATE_TYPE
EXCEPTION_TYPE

P_D_TYPE

«column»
*PK ID :NUMBER(10)
*
NAME :NVARCHAR2(250)
SOURCE_ID :NVARCHAR2(250)
*
MONDAY :NUMBER(1)
*
TUESDAY :NUMBER(1)
*
WEDNESDAY :NUMBER(1)
*
THURSDAY :NUMBER(1)
*
FRIDAY :NUMBER(1)
*
SATURDAY :NUMBER(1)
*
SUNDAY :NUMBER(1)
*
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*
END_DATE :DATE
COMMENT :NVARCHAR2(250)
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«column»
*PK ID :NUMBER(10)
*
NAME :NVARCHAR2(100)

«column»
*PK ID :NUMBER(10)
*
NAME :NVARCHAR2(100)

«column»
*PK ID :NUMBER(10)
*
NAME :NVARCHAR2(100)

«PK»
+
VNTR_PD_TYPE_PK(NUMBER)

«PK»
+
WHEELCHAIR_ACCESSIBILITY_PK(NUMBER)

«PK»
+
BIKE_ALLOWANCE_PK(NUMBER)

«PK»
+
DATE_TYPES_PK(NUMBER)

«column»
*PK ID :NUMBER(10)
*
NAME :NVARCHAR2(100)
«PK»
+
EXCEPTION_TYPES_PK(NUMBER)
«check»
+
SYS_C0022418()

CURRENCY_TYPE
«column»
*PK ID :NUMBER(10)
*
NAME :NVARCHAR2(3)
«PK»
+
CURRENCY_TYPE_PK(NUMBER)
«unique»
+
CURRENCY_TYPE__UN(NVARCHAR2)

VEHICLE_JOURNEY
«column»
*PK ID :NUMBER(10)
*PK VERSION :NUMBER(5)
SOURCE_ID :NVARCHAR2(250)
*FK DATE_TYPES_ID :NUMBER(10)
HEADSIGN :NVARCHAR2(250)
NUMBER :NVARCHAR2(250)
BLOCK_ID :NVARCHAR2(250)
FK WHEELCHAIR_ACCESSIBILITY_ID :NUMBER(10)
FK BIKES_ALLOWANCE_ID :NUMBER(10)
*
ROUTE_ID :NUMBER(10)
*
STATUS_ID :NUMBER(10)
COMMENT :NVARCHAR2(250)
*
CREATE_DATE :DATE
*
STATUS_CHANGE_DATE :DATE
TRANSPORT_TYPE_ID :NUMBER(10)
«PK»
+
VEHICLE_JOURNEY_PK(NUMBER, NUMBER)
«FK»
+
JOURNEY_BIKE_ALLOWANCE_FK(NUMBER)
+
JOURNEY_WHEELCHAIR_ACC_FK(NUMBER)
+
VEHICLE_JOUR_DATE_TYPES_FK(NUMBER)

FARE_ELEMENT_PRICE

OPERATING_DAY
«column»
*PK ID :NUMBER(10)
*
DATE :DATE
*FK DATE_TYPES_ID :NUMBER(10)
*FK EXCEPTION_TYPE_ID :NUMBER(10)
COMMENT :NVARCHAR2(250)
«PK»
+
OPERATING_DAY_PK(NUMBER)
«unique»
+
OPERATING_DAY_UN_DATE_TYPE(NUMBER, DATE)
«check»
+
SYS_C0022469()
«FK»
+
OPERATING_DAY_DATE_TYPES_FK(NUMBER)
+
OPERATING_DAY_EXCEPT_TYPES_FK(NUMBER)

JOURNEY_PATTERN
«column»
*PK ID :NUMBER(10)
*FK VEHICLE_JOURNEY_ID :NUMBER(10)
*
ARRIVAL_TIME :DATE
*
DEPARTURE_TIME :DATE
*
STOP_SEQUENCE :NVARCHAR2(250)
STOP_HEADSIGN :NVARCHAR2(250)
*FK VEHICLE_JOURNEY_VERSION :NUMBER(5)
*FK PICKUP_TYPE_ID :NUMBER(10)
*FK DROP_OFF_TYPE_ID :NUMBER(10)
SHAPE_DIST_TRAVELED :NUMBER(20,10)
*
POINT_ON_ROUTE_ID :NUMBER(10)
IS_TARIFF :NUMBER(1)
«PK»
+
CALL_PK(NUMBER)
«check»
+
SYS_C0022435()
«FK»
+
JOURNEY_PAT_DROP_OFF_TYPE_FK(NUMBER)
+
JOURNEY_PATTERN_PICKUP_TYPE_FK(NUMBER)
+
J_PATTERN_VEHICLE_JOURNEY_FK(NUMBER, NUMBER)

DISTANCE_MATRIX
«column»
*PK ID :NUMBER(10)
ORIGIN_ID :NUMBER(10)
ORIGIN_VERSION :NUMBER(5)
DESTINATION_ID :NUMBER(10)
DESTINATION_VERSION :NUMBER(5)
CONTAINS_ID :NUMBER(10)
CONTAINS_VERSION :NUMBER(5)
*FK FARE_ELEMENT_PRICE_ID :NUMBER(10)
*FK VEHICLE_JOURNEY_ID :NUMBER(10)
*FK VEHICLE_JOURNEY_VERSION :NUMBER(5)
*
ROUTE_LINE_ID :NUMBER(10)
AUTHORITY_ID :NUMBER(10)
«PK»
+
DISTANCE_MATRIX_PK(NUMBER)
«FK»
+
DIST_MATRIX_VEHICLE_JOURNEY_FK(NUMBER, NUMBER)
+
MATRIX_FARE_ELEMENT_PRICE_FK(NUMBER)

«column»
*PK ID :NUMBER(10)
SOURCE_ID :NVARCHAR2(250)
*
PRICE :NUMBER(10,2)
*FK CURRENCY_TYPE_ID :NUMBER(10)
*FK PAYMENT_METHOD_ID :NUMBER(10)
FK TRANSFER_AMOUNT_ID :NUMBER(10)
TRANSFER_DURATION :NUMBER(10)
«PK»
+
FARE_ATTRIBUTE_PK(NUMBER)
«check»
+
SYS_C0022424()
«FK»
+
FARE_EL_PRICE_CUR_TYPE_FK(NUMBER)
+
FARE_EL_PRICE_TRANSFERS_FK(NUMBER)
+
FARE_ELT_PRICE_PAY_MET_FK(NUMBER)

TRANSFER_AMOUNT
«column»
*PK ID :NUMBER(10)
*
NAME :NVARCHAR2(100)
«PK»
+
TRANSFER_AMOUNT_PK(NUMBER)

PAYMENT_METHOD
«column»
*PK ID :NUMBER(10)
*
NAME :NVARCHAR2(100)
«PK»
+
PAYMENT_METHOD_PK(NUMBER)
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The route calculation module has the possibility of controlling the time gap between the departure
time and the real time when the trip starts. When this time gap is bigger than the system parameters,
the calculation module does not return the result. The number of returned alternatives, the mode of
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This allows a good visualization effect of the digital map when pedestrian paths are visualized
not by straight lines but by lines that follow streets and roads. Figure 8 presents a walking route
visualization on the road and street network. Pedestrian paths are presented with dashed lines.
Figure 8 represents the route: the pedestrian walks from point A to the stop, takes bus number 52,
and thereafter walks to point B.
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Figure 8. Visualization of pedestrian walking routes.

Figure 8. Visualization of pedestrian walking routes.
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Figure 9. The street network scheme with the weights attributed to sections.

When all alternatives have been calculated, the module has the iteration of the calculation of the
When all alternatives have been calculated, the module has the iteration of the calculation of the
shortest walking route for pedestrians. The mathematical model of this iteration is shown below:
shortest walking route for pedestrians. The mathematical model of this iteration is shown below:
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Table 2. Comparison of the two planned public transport trips by GOOGLE and VINTRA.
Trip Parameter
Distance travelled, km
Trip total time, min
Total walking time, min
Total waiting time, min
Number of transport modes
Number of change points
Trip estimated price, Euros

Vilnius–Jurbarkas

Konarskio 28A–Sauletekio al. 2

Google

VINTRA

Google

VINTRA

255
955
14
677
3
2
-

185
191
1
15
3
2
6.12

9.7
45
4
13
2
1
-

9.7
34
4
2
2
1
1.28

Examination of the first trip point pair, Vilnius (origin)–Jurbarkas (destination), showed that
Google does not have full information about public transport routes and timetables. Google suggested
taking a train to Kaunas and taking a bus to Marijampolė and then waiting for about 9 h for the bus
to Jurbarkas. In this example, VINTRA generated a more precise trip. VINTRA suggested using
the intercity bus to Kaunas and then taking two local buses from Kaunas to Skirsnemunė and from
Skirsnemunė to Jurbarkas. VINTRA calculated a quicker trip by more than 12 h than Google for
the same origin and destination. This trip comparison was performed under same trip conditions:
the same trip start time, all public transport modes enabled, and the same search criteria (the fastest
trip) used. The first trip origin and destination pair analysis showed that the Google trip planner does
not have all public transport data for all routes and timetables; in particular, it is missing local bus
transit data. The analysis of the second trip origin and destination pair in Vilnius city showed the same
public transport route trajectory results for the best trip alternative: the use of two trolleybuses (2 and
4). The total trip time was 45 min with the Google route and 34 min with the VINTRA route, and the
total waiting time for the Google route was 11 min longer. This difference may have occurred because
Vilnius public transport timetables are not up to date in GOOGLE, which may cause public transport
scheduler information to differ. Both solvers presented the same walking time and trajectories of
walking routes in the trip planning results. In addition, the calculation of alternative public transport
trips in Vilnius city presented the not the same results: the results of the best alternative of route
planning is the same in both systems, while other additional alternatives showed different results.
This could be related with the quality of public transit data. The VINTRA system has more trip
planning parameters: the shortest public transit trip, the cheapest public transit trip, the maximum
number of transfers, and the maximum walking distance. The VINTRA gives less public transport
trip alternatives for users. The VINTRA system calculates an additional two alternatives and Google
calculates the three fastest trip alternatives.
8. Discussion
The presented module of public transport trip calculations was successfully adopted in the
Lithuanian information system for travelers (VINTRA). The iteration of the calculation of pedestrian
paths in transit routing led to a good representation of the planned public transport trips on the map.
This is also a new approach for trip visualization, which combines the results of public transit planning
and pedestrian paths. Mostly, public transport trip planners visualize pedestrian walking routes by
using straight lines; only the segments of public transport trips are presented by real trajectories from
stop to stop. Some of the trip planners do not present real transit trajectories for public transport or
public transport modes. In such cases, trips are shown on the map by straight lines from one stop
to another.
An analysis of VINTRA and Google public transport trip planners identified that the quality
and completeness of data is very important for trip solvers to present accurate trip planning results.
The analysis identified that the trip planning solver calculates the same results in regions where they
have the same public transport data, and when the same optimization criteria were provided, the fastest
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route was used. A methodological difference between Google’s route planning and VINTRA’s route
planning algorithm was not identified from the point of trip planning results when the fastest trip
optimization criteria were selected. The Google and VINTRA solvers differ in terms of possible input
parameters and choices of optimization criteria. Google has just one criterion: determining the best
trip, whereas VINTRA allows users to choose the fastest, shortest, or the cheapest trip. In addition,
VINTRA has the ability to set different maximum walking distances and to set the numbers of transfers
allowed in trip planning. Another difference is that the VINTRA system shows the approximate price
of the planned trip in the results.
Google uses the same data for planning in Vilnius city, because Vilnius GTFS was provided to
Google, and they added this data to the solver few years ago. The Google solver does not have local and
intercity bus timetables and routes, and this is the reason why examination of the first trip point pair
showed different results. In order to solve this problem, it is necessary for the owner of the VINTRA
system to export a GTFS file of all public transport routes in Lithuania and provides this to Google,
and Google should add this to their dataset. Until Google updates its data on public transport routes,
stops, and schedules from the Lithuanian GTFS, then both systems will show different trip planning
results between points crossing Lithuania. In addition, the VINTRA system should complement the
Google route planner by providing GTFS files in order to allow Google users to plan public transport
trips which crosses several countries.
9. Conclusions
The presented public transport trip planner calculation uses the weighted Dijkstra method.
The probability of a higher calculation time increases in a large territory, because the calculations
performed by the model are limited by origin and destination stop points, and an extra-added buffer.
Future work could include an examination of the public transport trip calculation performance in
a large area of datasets, much bigger than Lithuania. In addition, datasets which have graphs with
several more edges could be examined.
A comparison of the VINTRA system public transport trip solver with other state-of-the-art
solvers like Google found that both solvers calculate almost the same results. In some cases, there are
differences in trip results, and the reason for that is public transit data quality and completeness.
Future research could include examination of the solver with the Dijkstra method changed to A*.
This could significantly improve the calculation performance, especially in large and very dense graph
edge areas [41].
A developed VINTRA external portal for optimal public trip calculation can help web users to
find and choose optimal public transport trips depending on the chosen transportation mode, and
selected optimality criteria; for example, the shortest route, the quickest route, the cheapest route, etc.
The Dijkstra algorithm has been applied in calculations to determine pedestrian walking routes,
for example to the necessary stop from the first trip point, between the stops when there is a transfer in
the trip, and from the last trip stop to the trip end point. The created mechanism of the walking route
trajectory calculation was successfully integrated with the calculation module of public transport trips.
This integration allowed good public transport trip visualization on a digital map.
The developed Lithuanian information system for travelers allows users to perform multimodal
trip planning. It is possible to plan trips by combining different public transportation modes such as
buses, trolleybuses, ships and ferries, trains, and airplanes. The developed system completely covers
the regulations of the ITS directive related to multimodal trip planning.
The developed mechanism of multimodal public transport trip planning was implemented in
the VINTRA external web portal with the help of ArcGIS API for JavaScript. For digital mapping,
ArcGIS REST map services were used; the portal interface and web content management was built on
Liferay. In the future, the created portal could be extended and integrated with different purchase
systems for transportation tickets. If Lithuanian public transport had a single ticket system, this portal
could be the main trip data (trip transport modes, visited stops, trip length) provider to that system.
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In terms of the ability to purchase a single ticket in the VINTRA system for multimodal public transport
trips by city transport, intercity, and local buses and rail will additionally benefit the Lithuanian
public transport system. This opportunity will increase passenger satisfaction, reduce transaction and
administrative costs, and help to acquire accurate data on passenger behavior, enabling better capacity
and network planning.
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